
 

 
 

NOTICE OF REVISION 
 

Effective October 1, 2016 
 
 

 
 
The Chief Judge of the District Court of Maryland has revised the 

following District Court of Maryland Administrative Regulation: 
 
XVII.  DISTRICT COURT PRE-SET FINES AND OR 
PENALTY DEPOSITS 
 
The attached schedule of preset fines and/or penalty deposits is 
to be effective for those individuals charged with a violation of 
the Transportation Article who are desirous of waiving their 
right to trial and pleading guilty to the offense charged, by 
payment of the appropriate fine. Where in the schedule the 
letters “MA” appear opposite a particular offense, the 
individual charged with that offense is not entitled to prepay a 
fine, but is required to stand trial. 
 
 
 



DCAR XVII 
SCHEDULE OF PRESET FINES AND/OR PENALTY DEPOSITS 

MOTOR VEHICLE LAWS 
 

[Brackets around text] indicate language deleted from existing fine schedule. 
Underlined text indicate language added to existing fine schedule. 

 
Transportation Article    Cont. to 

Accident 
Sec. Para. Charge Fine Points Fine Points 

21 1302 d Person riding motor cycle operated under Class M driver’s license in improper sitting position 
  

80 01 120 03 

21 1302 e 
Operating motorcycle while carrying article preventing [handlebar] steering mechanism use by 
both hands 
 

80 01 120 03 

13 936 e2iii Unlawful use of historic (passenger veh., motorcyle, truck) for employment 140 00  00 

13 936 e2iv Unlawful use of historic (passenger veh., motorcyle, truck) for transportation to and from 
(employment, school) 140 00  00 

13 936 e2v Unlawful use of historic (passenger veh., motorcyle, truck) for commercial purposes 140 00  00 

15 212 c12 
Licensee (prohibiting, taking adverse action against) dealer for providing to customer info given 
to dealer by manufacturer related to condition that may substantially affect MV (safety, 
reliability, performance) 

290 00  00 

15 212 c14 Licensee (deny claim, reduce amount of compensation, process charge back) to a dealer for 
(performing covered warranty, required recall repairs) on vehicle 290 00  00 

15 311.2 c5 
Person (offering, selling, negotiating) a mechanical repair contract not a (licensed vehicle dealer, 
agent registered obligor, employee of a (licensed vehicle dealer, agent, registered obligor)) 
 

[290]  
MA 00  00 

15 311.2 [d] e Failure to offer mechanical repair contract in addition to express warrant 290 00  00 

15 311.2 d1i Failure of (obligor, licensed vehicle dealer) to maintain list of agents used to sell a mechanical 
repair contract 290 00  00 

15 311.2 d1ii Failure of (obligor, licensed vehicle dealer) to make list of agents used to sell a mechanical repair 
contract available to Insurance Commissioner on request 290 00  00 

15 311.2 d2i Failure of agent to maintain list of the names of each employee who is authorized to sell a 
mechanical repair contract 290 00  00 



15 311.2 d2ii Failure of agent to provide list of each employee to its (obligor, licensed vehicle dealer) w/in 10 
business days from receipt of request 290 00  00 

15 311.2 [e] f Failure to clearly and conspicuously set date when warranty begins on mechanical repair contract 290 00  00 

15 311.2 [f] g Failure to clearly and conspicuously set (date, odometer reading) when warranty expires on 
mechanical repair contract and name and address of insurer 290 00  00 

15 311.2 [k1] l1 Seller of mechanical repair contract making (false, deceptive, misleading) statement to seller's 
affiliation w/ (m/v manufacturer, manufacturer's subsidiary, distributor, factory, branch, dealer) 290 00  00 

15 311.2 [k2] l2 Seller of mechanical repair contract making (false, deceptive, misleading) statement to 
possession of info of manufacturer's original warranty 290 00  00 

15 311.2 [k3] l3 Seller of mechanical repair contract making (false, deceptive, misleading) statement to expiration 
of manufacturer's original equipment warranty 290 00  00 

15 311.2 [k4] l4 
Seller of mech. repair contract making (false, deceptive, misleading) statement to a req. that a 
m/v owner reg. for a new contract to maintain coverage under (current contract, orig. equip. 
warranty) 

290 00  00 

22 419 b1 Knowingly (importing, manufacturing, distributing, selling, offering for sale) a (counterfeit, 
nonfunctional) airbag MA 00  00 

22 419 b2 Knowingly (install, reinstall) (counterfeit, nonfunctional) airbag in a motor vehicle MA 00  00 

22 419 b3 Knowingly (sell, offer for sale, install, reinstall) device to cause vehicle’s diagnostic system to 
inaccurately indicate vehicle is equipped with required airbag MA 00  00 

22 419 b4 Knowingly represent to another person that a (counterfeit, nonfunctional) airbag that (is, will be) 
installed in a motor vehicle is a functional airbag MA 00  00 

22 419 b5 (Assist in, Cause) a violation of TR §22-419 MA 00  00 

[8] [409] [e] [Unlawful use of (foot paths, bicycle trails)] [90] [00]  [00] 

[8] [409] [f] [Unlawful use of bridle paths] [90] [00]  [00] 

[8] [409] [h] [Prohibited moped operation on (foot path, bicycle trail, bridle, horse trail)] [90] [00]  [00] 

[8] [409] [i] [Use of (foot paths, bicycle trails) by (sports cycles trail bikes, minibikes)] [90] [00]  [00] 



21 507 e2i1 Standing in hwy in Anne Arundel Co. to [(]solicit donations from vehicle occupant, advertise 
any message)]solicit donations from vehicle occupant 70 00  00 

21 507 e2i2 Standing in hwy in Anne Arundel Co. to advertise any message 70 00  00 

21 801.1  

Driving veh. on hwy. at speed exceeding limit 
Exceeding posted speed limit by: 
1 to 9 mph 
10 to 19 mph 
20 to 29 mph 
Exceeding posted maximum speed limit of (65,70) mph by 10 to 19 mph 
Exceeding posted maximum speed limit of (65,70) mph by 20 to 29 mph  
30 to 39 mph 
40 mph and over 

 
 
 

80 
90 

160 
160 
290 
290 
530 

 
 
 

01 
02 
02 
02 
05 
05 
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120 
130 
200 
200 
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03 
03 
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22 221 12ii1 Motorcycle with improper lighting [(attached to wheels, emitting, a red or blue light)] attached to 
wheels 70 00  00 

22 221 12ii2 Motorcycle with improper lighting emitting a (red, blue) light 70 00  00 

22 221 12iii1 Motorcycle with blue dot illumination [(improperly placed, exceeding allowed size)]improperly 
placed 70 00  00 

22 221 12iii2 Motorcycle with blue dot illumination exceeding allowed size 70 00  00 

22 405.1 b (Sell, Transfer) veh. with (regrooved, recut) tires not complying with standar[n]ds MA 00  00 

[25] [108] [c] [Driving electric drive plug-in vehicle in HOV lane without (permit, required number of 
passengers)]   [90] [00]  [00] 

 393.9  (Headlight, Taillight, Stoplight, Turn signal, ID light(s), Clearance light(s), Marker light(s)) 
inoperative 70 00  00 

 393.93  Operating (bus, truck, truck tractor) without seat[r] belt assemblies, and seat belt assembly 
anchorage 70 00  00 

11. 04.02.05  Fail to comply with regulations governing driving an (oversize, overweight) vehicle (on, 
through) Maryland Transportation Authority Highways 290 00  00 

11. 04.02.06  Fail to comply with regulations governing the hours for movement of (oversize, overweight) 
vehicles on Maryland Highways 290 00  00 

11. 15.27.08 f1 Operating vehicle with lift axle below certified air pressure by 1-4 psi [100] 
80 00  00 



11. 15.27.08 f2 Operating vehicle with lift axle below certified air pressure by 5- 10 psi [300] 
380 00  00 

 391.11 b1 (Driving, operating) a commercial motor vehicle in interstate commerce when under 21 years of 
age 1010 00  00 

 [392.8]  [Driver operating motor vehicle without prescribed emergency equipment.] [90] [00]  [00] 

 [395.3] [a] [Driver driving after having (driven, been on duty) for (10,15) hours.] [290] [00]  [00] 
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